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Multipartite entangled states in coupled quantum dots and cavity QED
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We investigate the generation of multipartite entangled state in a system ofN quantum dots embedded in a
microcavity and examine the emergence of genuine multipartite entanglement by three different characteriza-
tions of entanglement. At certain times of dynamical evolution one can generate multipartite entangled coher-
ent exciton states or multiqubitW states by initially preparing the cavity field in a superposition of coherent
states or the Fock state with one photon, respectively. Finally, we study environmental effects on multipartite
entanglement generation and find that the decay rate for the entanglement is proportional to the number of
excitons.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Quantum-information processing offers important ca
bilities for quantum communications and quantum compu
tion in a variety of physical systems, and the solid-st
implementation is one of the most promising candidat
Semiconductor quantum dots~QDs! are appealing for the
realization of quantum computer and quantum-informat
processing. Spatial confinement of excitons in three dim
sions leads to discrete energy levels, and the main caus
phase decoherence, namely, scattering events, are highly
pressed@1#. In this respect, QDs are very promising com
pared to other semiconductor structures with band sta
Moreover, a quantum computer scheme based on quan
dot arrays is scalable up to>100 qubits.

Entanglement is a essential source for quantum com
ing and quantum-information processing. It is well know
that a controlled-NOT gate can generate a maximal
entangled state. Various schemes for the realiza
of controlled-NOT gates in QDs@2–4# are proposed with
either the electron spin@3–5# or the discrete electronic
charge degree of freedom as qubits@6–8#. For example,
Imamoḡlu et al. @4# proposed a scheme that realiz
a controlled-NOT gate CNOT

i j between two distant quantum
dotsi andj via the cavity quantum electromagnetic dynam
~CQED! techniques. Here, the first superscripti in CNOT

i j

denotes the control and the second denotes the target. T
controlled-NOT gates in turn can be used to generate
tripartite maximally entangled Greenberger-Horne-Zeiling
~GHZ! @9# state as u0& ^ u0& ^ u0&1u1& ^ u1& ^ u1&
5CNOT

13 CNOT
12 (u0&1u1&) ^ u0& ^ u0&. Quiroga et al. showed

@10# that an optically controlled exciton transfer process c
generate maximally entangled Bell states@11# and GHZ
states. To demonstrate that excitons in coupled quantum
are ideal candidates for reliable preparation of entang
states in solid-state systems, Chenet al. @12# experimentally
investigated how to optically induce entanglement of ex
tons in a single-gallium arsenide QD; the entanglemen
identified by the spectrum of the phase-sensitive homody
detected coherent nonlinear optical response.
1050-2947/2003/67~2!/022302~8!/$20.00 67 0223
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Although no experimental observation of entanglemen
many-exciton systems has yet occurred, the theoretical s
ies are necessary if we desire to have a large-scale qua
computing device. In a recent investigation by Liuet al. @13#
for generating bipartite entangled coherent exciton states
system of two coupled quantum dots and CQED with dilu
excitons, they found that the bipartite maximally entang
coherent exciton states can be generated when the initial
ity field is in an odd coherent state. The relation betwe
entanglement of exciton and photon numbers in the ca
was also discussed.

It is interesting to extend to multipartite entanglement
such systems. Multipartite entanglement is not only of intr
sic interest itself but also of practical importance in quantu
information proposals such as quantum teleportation
quantum cryptography. One motivation to consider multip
tite entanglement in many QDs is that around ten QDs can
embedded in a microdisk structure and coupled to a sin
cavity mode in the quantum information process scheme p
posed by Imamoḡlu et al. We will first extend the model of
Ref. @11# to the case of many QDs, and then study how
generate multipartite entangled states and examine multi
tite entanglement in such systems.

The paper is organized as follows. In Sec. II, we presen
model for coupled QDs in CQED and determine the ex
state vector at any timet, which will be shown to be a mul-
tipartite entangled state in some time ranges. In Sec. III,
use three different methods to examine the multipartite
tanglement in the state. Then in Sec. IV, we show that m
tipartite entangled coherent exciton states can be generat
certain times during the dynamical evolution. In Sec. V, w
analyze the effects of environment on the generation of m
tipartite entanglement. The conclusions are given in Sec.

II. MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLED STATES

We consider quantum dots embedded in a single-m
cavity. We assume that the QDs are sufficiently large a
there are only a few electrons excited from valence band
conduction band@13#. In the assumption of low exciton ex
citation density, exciton operators can be approximated
©2003 The American Physical Society02-1
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boson operators, and all nonlinear dynamics such as exc
exciton interaction can be neglected. As the distance betw
any two excitons is also assumed to be large, the interac
between any two excitons can be safely neglected. Th
exists a resonant interaction between the excitons and
cavity field. The Hamiltonian under the rotating-wave a
proximation is given by (\51) @13,14#

H5vb0
†b01v (

n51

N

bn
†bn1 (

n51

N

gn~bn
†b01b0

†bn!, ~1!

whereb0
† (b0) is the creation~annihilation! operator of the

cavity field with frequencyv, bn
†(bn) (n51,2, . . . ,N) de-

note the creation~annihilation! operator of thenth exciton
with the same frequencyv, gn is the coupling constant be
tween the cavity field andnth exciton, andN is the number
of excitons.

It is convenient to write the coupling constantsgi in gen-
eralized spherical coordinates@15,16# as

g15G cosf1 ,

g25G sinf1cosf2 ,

g35G sinf1sinf2cosf3 ,

A

gN215G sinf1sinf2•••cosfN21 ,

gN5G sinf1sinf2•••sinfN21 ,

whereG5A(k51
N gk

2. The evolution operator correspondin
to the Hamiltonian is then obtained as

U~ t !5VN21,N
† ~fN21!•••V2,3

† ~f2!V1,2
† ~f1!

3Ṽ0,1~ t !V1,2~f1!V2,3~f2!•••VN21,N~fN21!U0~ t !,

~2!

where

Vi , j~f i !5exp@f i~bi
†bj2bj

†bi !# ~ iÞ j !,

Ṽ0,1~ t !5exp@2 iGt~b0
†b11b1

†b0!#,

U0~ t !5expF2 ivtS b0
†b01(

i 51

N

bi
†bi D G . ~3!

BothVi , j (f i) andṼ0,1(t) are operators for the beam splitter
We see that the evolution operator can be written as a
evolutionU0(t) followed by a series of beam splitter oper
tors.

Let us assume that the initial state isuc(0)&5ua&0
^ u0&1^ •••^ u0&N , i.e., the cavity field is in a coherent sta
ua&0 with aÞ0 and all the excitons are in vacuum state
After the action of the unitary operatorU(t), the state
evolves into
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uc~ t !&5ua0~ t !,a1~ t !, . . . ,aN~ t !&0, . . . ,N , ~4!

where ua0(t), . . . ,aN(t)&0, . . . ,N[ua0(t)&0^ ua1(t)&1^ •••

^ uaN(t)&N and

a0~ t !5a cos~Gt!e2 ivt,

an~ t !52 ia sin~Gt!gn /Ge2 ivt, n51,2, . . . ,N. ~5!

Thus, if the initial state of the cavity field is in a superpos
tion of coherent states, the resulting state will be an
tangled coherent state. Let us assume the initial state of
cavity field to be in a superposition of two coherent sta
u6a& and the excitons to be in vacuum states, i.e.,

uC~0!&5@212 cosu exp~22uau2!#21/2~ ua&01eiuu2a&0)

^ u0&1^ •••^ u0&N . ~6!

Specifically, foru50, p, andp/2, the cavity superposition
state reduces to even, odd@17#, and Yurke-Stoler@18# coher-
ent states, respectively. Then the state vector at timet is
given by

uC~ t !&5N~ ua0~ t !,a1~ t !, . . . ,aN~ t !&0, . . . ,N1eiuu2a0~ t !,

2a1~ t !, . . . ,2aN~ t !&0, . . . ,N), ~7!

where

N5F212 cosu)
k50

N

pk~ t !G21/2

~8!

is the normalization constant, andpk(t)[exp(22uak(t)u2) is
the overlap of the two coherent statesu6ak(t)&. The result-
ing stateuC(t)& is a multipartite entangled coherent sta
@19,20#.

We now choose the orthogonal basis@20#

u0&k[uak~ t !&, u1&k[~ u2ak&2pk~ t !u0&)/Mk~ t !, ~9!

whereMk(t)5A12pk(t)
2. It then follows that:

u2ak~ t !&5Mk~ t !u1&1pk~ t !u0&. ~10!

Using this basis the state vector at timet can be rewritten as

uC~ t !&5N$u0&0^ •••^ u0&N1eiu@M0~ t !u1&01p0~ t !u0&0]

^ •••^ @MN~ t !u1&N1pN~ t !u0&N] %. ~11!

After the ‘‘encoding’’ this state is a multiqubit state. The
we can fully exploit the sophisticated tools available for e
amining multipartite entanglement of qubits to study o
state and determine if it is genuinely multipartite entangle

III. EXAMINATION OF MULTIPARTITE
ENTANGLEMENT

We study the multipartite entanglement by examining~i!
Mermin-Klyshko inequality@21,22#, ~ii ! state preparation fi-
delity @23,24#, and~iii ! the square of the multiqubit concur
rence @25,26#. The first two, namely, the Mermin-Klyshko
2-2
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inequality and the state preparation fidelity, are related to
sufficient conditions that distinguish between genuin
N-partite entangled states and those in which onlyM particle
are entangled (M,N). The last one, the square of the mu
tiqubit concurrence, is not by itself a measure ofN-particle
entanglement, but it appears to be related to some kin
multipartite entanglement. That is, we can gain some in
mation about the degree of multipartite entanglement by
culating the square of the multiqubit concurrence.

A. Mermin-Klyshko inequality

Let us first use the Mermin-Klyshko inequality@21,22# to
examine theN-partite entanglement. This inequality gener
izes the Bell inequality@11# and Clauser-Horne-Shimony
Holt ~CHSH! inequality @27#, which not only tests the pre
dictions of quantum mechanics against those of local hid
variable theory but also distinguishes entangled from non
tangled states@28,24#. The Mermin-Klyshko inequality is
@21,22#

u^BN&u<2, ~12!

whereBN is the Bell operator defined recursively as

BN5
1

2
~AN1AN8 ! ^ BN211

1

2
~AN2AN8 ! ^ BN218 , ~13!

BN8 is obtained fromBN by exchanging primed and unprime
terms,

B N8 5
1

2
~AN1AN8 ! ^ BN218 2

1

2
~AN2AN8 ! ^ BN21 , ~14!

B152A1, and B 1852A18 . All Ai and Ai8 are dichotomous
observables. LetSn denote the set of allN-particle states and
SN

N21 denote the subset of those states which are at m
(N21)-partite entangled. Then, from the results of Re
@28,24#, for a stater, we have

u^B N&u<2N/2, ; rPSN
N21 , ~15!

u^B N&u<2(N11)/2 ; rPSN , ~16!

which implies that a sufficient condition forN-partite en-
tanglement is the violation of the inequality given by E
~15!. Now we define a quantityB,

B~r!5
u^BN&u22N/2

2(N11)/222N/2
. ~17!

Then the stater is N-partite entangled whenB(r).0 and
maximally entangled whenB(r)51.

Let Ai5sx andAi85sy for any i. Then the Bell operator
BN andB N8 become@29#

BN52(N11)/2~e2 ibNs1
^ N1eibNs2

^ N!,

B N8 52(N11)/2~2 ie2 ibNs1
^ N1 ieibNs2

^ N!,
~18!
02230
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where bN5p/4(N21), s15u0&^1u, and s25u1&^0u. For
our stateuC(t)& ~11!, we have

B~ uC~ t !&^C~ t !u!5
2(N11)/2

11cosue22uau2 @cos~u2bN!

1cos~bN!e22uau2#)
k50

N

A12pk
2.

~19!

We chooseu5bN . Then the above equation reduces to

B52(N11)/2)
k50

N

A12pk
2. ~20!

Therefore, this sufficient condition becomes

)
k50

N

A12pk
2.1/A2. ~21!

Numerical results are provided later. Next we discuss ano
method based on state preparation fidelity to examine m
partite entanglement.

B. State preparation fidelity

The so-called state preparation fidelityF of an N-qubit
stater is defined as

F~r!5^cGHZurucGHZ&, ~22!

where

ucGHZ&5
1

A2
~ u0& ^ •••^ u0&1eigu1& ^ •••^ u1&) ~23!

is the GHZ state. A sufficient condition forN-partite en-
tanglement is given by@23,24#

F~r!.1/2. ~24!

From Eqs.~22! and ~11! the state preparation fidelity fo
the multipartite stateuC(t)& is obtained as

F~ uC~ t !&^C~ t !u!5
1

414 cosue22uau2 F11)
k50

N

~12pk
2!

1e24uau212 cosue22uau2

12 cos~u2g!)
k50

N

A12pk
2

12 cosge22uau2)
k50

N

A12pk
2G . ~25!

Let u5g5p/2. The above equation then reduces to
2-3
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F5S 11)
k50

N

A12pk
2D 2Y 41e24uau2/4, ~26!

and the sufficient condition~24! becomes

S 11)
k50

N

A12pk
2D 2

1e24uau2.2. ~27!

For convenience, we define

F52F21. ~28!

WhenF.0 the state is (N11)-partite entangled.
In Fig. 1, we plot the quantityB and F against timet.

Henceforth, we assumeg15g25•••5gN and G51. The
period ofB andF with respect to time is 2p. We can clearly
see the two sufficient conditions can be satisfied in so
time ranges which means that the state is a genuine m
partite entangled state. Moreover, we find the time range
which the sufficient condition is satisfied based on the s
preparation fidelity, which is larger than that based on
Mermin-Klyshko inequality.

C. Square of the multiqubit concurrence

Recently Coffmanet al. @25# used concurrence@30# to
examine three-qubit systems, and quantified the amoun
tripartite entanglement in three-qubit systems by the quan
t0,1,2 @25#,

t0,1,25C0(12)
2 2C01

2 2C02
2 , ~29!

whereC0(12) denotes the concurrence between qubit 1 a
qubits 2 and 3. Applying the general result for concurren
of bipartite nonorthogonal pure states@31# to the state~11!
for N52 yields

C0(12)5
A~12p0

2!~12p1
2p2

2!

11p0p1p2cosu
. ~30!

FIG. 1. The quantitiesB ~solid line! andF ~dashed line! against
time. ForB, we chooseu5bN . For F, we chooseu5g5p/2. The
parameterG51, uau253, andN53.
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By the standard method for calculating the concurren
@30,31#, we find

C015
p2A~12p0

2!~12p1
2!

11cosup0p1p2
,

C025
p1A~12p0

2!~12p2
2!

11cosup0p1p2
. ~31!

The concurrenceC02 is obtained by a transformation 1↔2 in
the expression ofC01. From Eqs.~29!, ~30!, and ~31!, we
obtain

t0,1,25

)
n50

2

~12pn
2!

~11cosue22uau2!2
. ~32!

Now consider the case of oddN excitons (N.2). Wong
and Christensen@26# proposed the square of the multiqub
concurrence as apotential measureof the multipartite en-
tanglement for an even-number pure qubit state. TheN
11)-qubit concurrence for a pure stateuc& is defined as@26#

C0,1, . . . ,N[u^cusy
^ N11uc* &u, ~33!

wheresy52 i (u0&^1u2u1&^0u) is a Pauli matrix.
Then applying Eq.~33! to the state~11! leads to the

square of the multiqubit concurrence

t0,1, . . . ,N5C0,1, . . . ,N
2 5

)
n50

N

~12pn
2!

~11cosue22uau2!2
. ~34!

From the expression of the square of multiqubit concurre
we can see that the multiqubit concurrence is unchanged
permutation of qubits, which implies that it really represen
(N11)-partite entanglement. We note that although
above formula is obtained for oddN, by comparing Eqs.~34!
and~32!, it is also applicable toN52. We also note that Eqs
~34! and ~32! are applicable to the more general state (uc0&
^ uc1& ^ •••^ ucN&1eiuuf0& ^ uf1& ^ •••^ ufN&) with real
overlap ^c i uf i&( i 50,1, . . . ,N) up to a normalization con-
stant.

In Fig. 2, we plot the square of the multiqubit concurren
against time forN52, N53, andN55. We observe that the
entanglement periodically reaches its maximum twice
period, and the multipartite entanglement is suppressed
the increase of the number of excitons. One way to overco
this suppression is to increase the parameteruau2. From Eq.
~34!, we know that the larger the parameteruau2, the larger
the multipartite entanglement.

From Eq. ~34!, we know that the square of th
(N11)-qubit concurrence reaches a maximum value au
5p when other parameters are fixed. This implies that
best input state is the odd coherent state in order to gene
multipartite entanglement. On the other hand, we know t
the average photon number of the cavity field in the init
stateuC(0)& is
2-4
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^b0
†b0&5

12cosue22uau2

11cosue22uau2
uau2. ~35!

We see that the mean photon number of the cavity fi
reaches its maximum when the field is in the odd coher
state (u5p) when other parameters are fixed. The me
photon number represents the energy of the system. Th
fore, it turns out that the more energy contained in the ini
cavity field, the larger the multipartite entanglement.

By three different methods, we have examined multip
tite entanglement and found that the state~11! is a genuine
multipartite entangled state over a large range of parame
by each of the indicators.

IV. MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLED
COHERENT EXCITON STATES

It is clear that the cavity field and excitons are decoup
when t5np/(2g) for integern. Without loss of generality,
we examine the state vectoruC(t)& at timesp and p/2 in
one period. From the discussion of the last section, at th
times there is no global multipartite entanglement. At tim
t5p, the state vector returns to the initial state~6! with a
→2ae2 ivp, and the excitons are in the vacuum state. I
interesting to see that at timet5p/2 the cavity field is de-
coupled from the excitons; however, the excitons are left
multipartite entangled coherent exciton states given by

uC&excitons5N 8~ ub,b, . . . ,b&1, . . . ,N1eiuu

2b,2b, . . . ,2b&1, . . . ,N), ~36!

where b52 i (a/AN)e2 ivp/2, and the normalization con
stantN 85@212 cosuexp(22ubu2)#21/2. Now the cavity field
is in a vacuum state, and all its energy has been transferre
the excitons.

Multipartite entanglement for the entangled coherent
citon stateuC&excitonscan be studied using the methods of t

FIG. 2. The square of the multiqubit concurrence against tim
The parameterg51, uau250.9, u5p, and all gi are equal. The
solid, dashed, and dotted lines correspond toN52, 3, and 5, re-
spectively.
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last section. From Eqs.~20!, ~26!, and ~34!, we obtain the
quantitiesB, F, and the square of the multiqubit concurren
for our stateuC&excitonsas

B52N/2~12e24uau2/N!N/2, ~37!

F5@11~12e24uau2/N!N/2#2/41e24uau2/4, ~38!

t1, . . . ,N5
~12e24uau2/N!N

~11cosue22uau2!2
. ~39!

In Fig. 3, we plot the quantityB, F, andt againstuau. We
observe that the state is multipartite entangled whenuau is
large enough. Quantitively, the corresponding Bell inequa
is violated whenuau.1.601, and the state preparation fide
ity F is larger than 1/2 whenuau.1.228. We also observe
that the square of the (N11)-qubit concurrence is signifi
cantly larger than zero only ifuau is large enough. For fixed
N and very largeuau the square of the (N11)-qubit concur-
rencet1, . . . ,N'1, which implies that the entangled cohere
exciton states becomes a GHZ-like state. On the other h
t1, . . . ,N'0 for fixed N and small enoughuau2. As discussed
in Ref. @20# the stateuC&excitons with u5p reduces to the
multiqubit W state@32# in the limit of uau2→0. It means that
we can also prepare theW state in our system at timet
5p/2 with the initial cavity field in a Fock state with on
photon and all excitons initially in the vacuum states. For
case of only two excitons theW state is just the maximally
entangled state~one Bell state! as discussed by Liuet al.
@13#.

V. EFFECTS OF ENVIRONMENT ON MULTIPARTITE
ENTANGLEMENT

Environmental losses and decoherence are importan
fects in quantum-information processing@33#. The lifetime
of both cavity photon and exciton is generally considered
be of the order of picoseconds. Whereas, if we assume\g
50.5 meV@13#, the time we need to get maximal entangl
ment in our model is also of the order of picoseconds. Ho

.
FIG. 3. The quantityB ~solid line!, F ~dashed line!, and square

of the multiqubit concurrence~dotted line! againstuau. The param-
eterN55.
2-5
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ever, dynamical evolution suffers from decay of photons a
excitons. Recent experiments show that the lifetime of p
tons and excitons can be prolonged@34–36#. In particular,
for cavity decay, recent experiments display an elonga
decay time of photons in the microwave domain@36#. Thus,
we only consider the decay of excitons in the following d
cussions.

We follow the method of Ref.@13#, and assume that th
environment is at zero temperature and the system dissip
by interaction between excitons and a multimode elec
magnetic field. Under the rotating-wave approximation,
write the Hamitonian as

H5vb0
†b01v (

n51

N

bn
†bn1(

k
vkak

†ak

1g(
n51

N

~bn
†b01b0

†bn!1 (
n51

N

(
k

lk~bn
†ak1bnak

†!,

~40!

whereak
† (ak) denotes the creation~annihilation! operator of

the multimode magnetic field with frequencyvk . We assume
g15g25•••5g implying that the excitons are equall
coupled to the cavity mode, andn independence of thelk
implying that the excitons are also equally coupled to
environment.

Now we use the Heisenberg picture to study the proble
The Heisenberg equations for related operators are obta
as follows:

]b0 /]t5 ivb01 ig (
n51

N

bn ,

]bn /]t5 ivbn1 igb01 i(
k

lkak ,

]ak /]t5 ivkak1 ilk(
n51

N

bn . ~41!

Note that we use a slightly different Heisenberg picture
our purpose to obtain the final-state vector at timet. We let
an operator evolve asA(t)5exp(2iHt)A(0)exp(iHt) and it
satisfiesi ]A(t)/]t5@H,A(t)#.

Now we introduce the collective exciton operatorbc

5(1/AN)(n51
N bn which can be considered as a boson sin

@bc ,bc
†#51. In terms of the collective boson operator, w

rewrite the above equation as

]b0 /]t5 ivb01 igNbc ,

]bc /]t5 ivbc1 igNb01 i(
k

lN,kak ,

]ak /]t5 ivkak1 ilN,kbc , ~42!

wheregN5gAN andlN,k5lkAN. If we let

b05B0eivt, bc5Bce
ivt, ak5Ake

ivt, ~43!
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Eq. ~42! reduces to

]B0 /]t5 igNBc ,

]Bc /]t5 igNB01 i(
k

lN,kAk ,

]Ak /]t5 i ~vk2v!Ak1 ilN,kBc . ~44!

To solve the above equation, we make the Laplace transf

f̄ ~s!5E
0

`

e2stf ~ t !dt. ~45!

We obtain after minor algebra

sB̄05B0~0!1 igNB̄c , ~46!

B̄c5

Bc~0!1 igNB̄01 i(
k

lN,kAk~0!

s1 i ~vk2v!

s1N(
k

lk
2

s1 i ~vk2v!

. ~47!

The above equation cannot be solved exactly. So we reso
the Wigner-Weisskopff approximation@37#. After the ap-
proximation, from the above two equations, we obtain

B̄05

S s1
NG

2 DB0~0!1 igANBc~0!2(
k

gNlN,kAk~0!

s1 i ~vk2v!

s21
NG

2
s1Ng2

,

~48!

whereG52pe(v)l2(v) ande(v) is a distribution function
of the multimode electromagnetic field. We assumed t
Dv52*dvke(vk)l

2(vk)/(vk2v)50 in the derivation of
the above equation.

From Eq. ~48!, we obtain the operatorb0(t) in the
Heisenberg representation

b0~ t !5u~ t !b0~0!1v~ t ! (
n51

N

bn~0!1(
k

wk~ t !ak~0!,

u~ t !5e2NGt/4Fcos~DNt !1
NG

4DN
sin~DNt !Geivt,

v~ t !5
ig

DN
e2NGt/4sin~DNt !eivt, ~49!

whereDN5ANg22N2G2/16. Let the cavity field be an odd
coherent state and other systems in the vacuum states. T
from Eq. ~49! we obtain the state vector at timet as

uC~ t !&5@222 exp~22uau2!#S uau& ^ uav&
^ N

^)
k

uaw,k&

2u2au& ^ u2av&
^ N

^)
k

u2aw,k& D , ~50!
2-6
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MULTIPARTITE ENTANGLED STATES IN COUPLED . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW A67, 022302 ~2003!
whereau5au* (t), av5av* (t), andaw,k5awk* (t).
We use the state preparation fidelityF to examine multi-

partite entanglement in the above state and choose the
lowing GHZ state for consideration:

ucGHZ&5
1

A2
~ uau& ^ uav&

^ N2uau
'& ^ uav

'& ^ N), ~51!

where

uax
'&5~ u2ax&2pxuax&)/Mx ,

px5exp~22uaxu2!,

Mx5A12px
2, x5u,v. ~52!

From Eqs.~50! and ~51!, we obtain the state preparatio
fidelity as

F5^C~ t !ucGHZ&^cGHZuC~ t !&5
1

424e22uau2 @112e22uau2

3~MuM v
Npu

21pv
2N21!1~MuM v

N2pupv
N!2#. ~53!

In the derivation of the above equation, we have used
relation

uau25uauu21Nuavu21(
k

uaw,ku2, ~54!

FIG. 4. The quantityF52F21 for different numbers of exci-
tons;N52 ~solid line!, N53 ~dashed line!, andN54 ~dotted line!.
The parametersuau253, g51, andG50.5.
e

e
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which results from the normalization of the stateuC(t)& and
implies the energy conservation.

Figure 4 shows the fidelity against timet for different
numbers of excitons. From the figure, we see that the fide
is not a periodic function oft due to the dissipation of energ
to the environment. When there is no dissipation (G50), the
fidelity attains the ideal case of being a periodic function
t. We observe that multipartite entanglement occurs only
the beginning of the evolution. When the number of excito
becomes larger, the generation of the multipartite entan
ment becomes more difficult. In the limit oft→` the fidelity
becomes 0.5 as we expected. In this case, there is no m
partite entanglement and all the energy of the cavity-excit
system dissipate to the environment. The environment dim
ishes the generation of multipartite entanglement when
number of excitons increases. From Eq.~49!, we can see tha
the decay rate is proportional to the number of excitons w
the intensity of the cavity field is fixed. In addition, we fin
a similar result as that of Ref.@13#, if we fix G and varyuau,
i.e., the multipartite entanglement decays rapidly with
creasing the cavity field density.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have investigated the dynamical evo
tion of multipartite entanglement in a system of quantu
dots embedded in a microcavity. The entanglement is stud
via two sufficient conditions for multipartite entangleme
and the square of the multiqubit concurrence. We obser
the global multipartite entanglement and at certain times
entanglement becomes maximal. We can also produce
multipartite entangled coherent exciton states and multiq
W state by preparing different initial states. Finally, we stu
the effects of environment on the generation of multipar
entangled states, and find that the decay rate is proporti
to the number of excitons. We also find that the entanglem
decays rapidly with increasing the cavity field density.

Although multipartite entanglement studied here has
yet been observed experimentally, the potential applica
of excitons in quantum computing as well as rapid devel
ment of CQED technique suggest that our analysis will fi
applications in this field.
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